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NOTE 

 

INVADING THE DRIVER’S SEAT: PREVENTING 

OVERBEARING TARGETED ADVERTISING IN 

CONNECTED VEHICLES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is a cold, early Monday morning, mid-December. You hop into 

your autonomous car, drowsily set your office as the destination, and hit 

“Go.” As your car transports you to work, you begin to approach a 

Starbucks. The company has paid the developers of the technology 

deployed by your automaker to direct the routes of cars—owned and 

driven by those who have “liked” its Facebook page or visited its 

website—past its stores. As you get closer, an advertisement appears on 

your car’s infotainment display.1 It alerts you that Starbucks is 

approaching and asks if you would like to stop in for your favorite latte. 

It may even offer a small discount or a chance to order ahead of time.2 

You decide that you would, and tap “Yes.” Your car automatically 

reroutes and drives you into the parking lot to pick up your beverage. 

This may seem like a sci-fi movie or a scene from The Jetsons, but in 

reality, this connected vehicle technology is right on the horizon.3 In 
                                                           

 1. Infotainment systems are defined as “systems in automobiles that deliver entertainment 

and information content,” possibly including “managing and playing audio content, utilizing 

navigation for driving, delivering rear-seat entertainment such as movies, games, social networking, 

etc., listening to incoming and sending outgoing SMS text messages, making phone calls,  

and accessing Internet-enabled or smartphone-enabled content such as traffic conditions, sports 

scores and weather forecasts.” Vangie Beal, In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI), WEBOPEDIA, 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/in-vehicle-infotainment-ivi.html (last visited Nov. 15, 2017). 

 2. See, e.g., Patrick Lin, What if Your Autonomous Car Keeps Routing You Past Krispy 

Kreme?, ATLANTIC (Jan. 22, 2014), http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/01/what-

if-your-autonomous-car-keeps-routing-you-past-krispy-kreme/283221 (envisioning a scenario 

similar to the one written above and noting the fine line between convenience and invasiveness). 

 3. Cecilia Kang & Michael Fletcher, As Automakers Tap Smartphone Technology, Concerns 

Grow About Use of Drivers’ Data, WASH. POST (Jan. 9, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/ 

business/economy/as-automakers-tap-smartphone-technology-concerns-grow-about-use-of-drivers-

data/2014/01/09/91a505f2-78a0-11e3-b1c5-739e63e9c9a7_story.html?utm_term=.af70cddd1e62. In 

2014, a number of deals between technology firms and automakers were announced, with the 

objective of bringing web-related services previously aimed at smartphones to a new fleet of web-

enabled vehicles. See id. 
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fact, estimates suggest that the connected-car market is growing at a rate 

that is ten times faster than the overall car market.4 Further, estimates 

suggest that by 2020—only a few years down the road—there will be 

upwards of 220 million connected cars on the road worldwide.5 

In July 2016, multiple public interest groups petitioned the Federal 

Communications Commission (“FCC”), seeking an emergency stay to 

prevent automakers from rolling out cars equipped with emerging 

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (“V2V”)6 technology until the FCC creates formal 

cybersecurity standards.7 A large part of this issue revolves around the 

potential sharing of the communication spectrum that was allocated to 

the automobile industry in 1999, allowing vehicles to “speak” to each 

other.8 This spectrum has, up until this point, been used solely within the 

automobile industry; however, there is a push now from automakers to 

open this spectrum to unlicensed Wi-Fi users.9 Automakers plan to use 

this spectrum to drastically reduce traffic, accidents, and fatalities,10 but 

they are also contemplating using the spectrum for numerous other 

things, such as mobile payments, toll payments, finding parking 

locations, and chiefly, delivering mobile advertisements.11 An example 

of some of these technologies can be seen in plans set forth by 

executives from automaker Audi, who plan to have a great deal of 

connected technology in the automobiles they roll out in the near 

                                                           

 4. John Greenough, The ‘Connected Car’ Is Creating a Massive New Business Opportunity 

for Auto, Tech, and Telecom Companies, BUS. INSIDER (Mar. 11, 2015, 5:01 PM), 

http://www.businessinsider.com/connected-car-statistics-manufacturers-2015-2. 

 5. Id. 

 6. V2V technology 

lets cars broadcast their position, speed, steering-wheel position, brake status, and other 

data to other vehicles within a few hundred meters. The other cars can use such 

information to build a detailed picture of what’s unfolding around them, revealing 

trouble that even the most careful and alert driver, or the best sensor system, would miss 

or fail to anticipate. 

Will Knight, Car-to-Car Communication: A Simple Wireless Technology Promises to Make Driving 

Much Safer, MIT TECH. REV. (2015), https://www.technologyreview.com/s/534981/car-to-car-

communication. 

 7. Lydia Beyoud, FCC Studying Cybersecurity of Connected Vehicle Tech, BLOOMBERG  

L.: COMPUTER TECH. L. REP. (July 28, 2016), https://www.bloomberglaw.com/document/ 

X7UIMSM4000000?jcsearch=bna%2520A0J8Z3A1W2#jcite. 

 8. Id. 

 9. Id. 

 10. See Dorothy J. Glancy, Sharing the Road: Smart Transportation Infrastructure, 41 

FORDHAM URB. L.J., 1617, 1619 (2014) (noting that in 2013 there were an estimated 4.8 billion 

hours wasted in traffic and 5.7 million police-reported vehicle crashes, all of which proponents of 

V2V technology seek to reduce). 

 11. Beyoud, supra note 7. 
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future.12 In connection with their partnership with Google, Audi plans to 

allow drivers to speak to their infotainment system, with the ability to 

ask Google to check traffic along the route to their destination, make 

reservations at restaurants, and even send calendar invites through the 

Google servers to those that will be joining them for that dinner—all 

without needing to own a smartphone.13 They have even gone so far as 

to plan to install a removable tablet, which passengers will be able to 

take out of the automobile’s dashboard and pass around, with the ability 

to browse the web, watch videos, read audiobooks, and do anything else 

that can be done on a normal Internet-connected tablet.14 While there are 

fears of the potential for hackers to gain access to this spectrum and 

possibly cause harm to vehicle operators,15 there is also apprehension 

regarding the amount of information capable of being collected by 

vendors and other entities that will be able to access this spectrum.16 The 

collection of this data, and targeting of consumers based on such data, 

may prove very useful, allowing people to better access the things they 

want, with a vehicle doubling as a quasi-assistant.17 However, the line 

between convenience and invasion of privacy is a very fine one, and 

while some may enjoy this type of interaction in their daily lives, others 

may find it extremely invasive, overbearing, or unwanted.18 

Almost every consumer who has used her computer, phone, or 

tablet to shop, or even search, for a product online has already been 

subjected to targeted advertising.19 For example, one might visit a 

company’s website and look into a product that she has interest in 

purchasing. Upon logging off that website and onto another one such as 

                                                           

 12. Kang & Fletcher, supra note 3. 

 13. Id. 

 14. Id. The laws regarding the collection of data from connected vehicles are vague. See id. 

This has led to numerous questions, including what ways law enforcement will be able to use this 

data, whether hackers will be able to get into these collections of data, and how Google or other 

sites will be stopped from tracking drivers in hopes of selling targeted advertisements. Id. 

 15. See Public Service Announcement, Motor Vehicles Increasingly Vulnerable to  

Remote Exploits, FED. BUREAU INVESTIGATION (Mar. 17, 2016), https://www.ic3.gov/media/2016/ 

160317.aspx (warning of the dangers of potential hacking efforts into connected vehicle systems 

and giving examples such as shutting down the engine, disabling brakes, and steering the car while 

it is traveling at very low speeds). 

 16. Id. 

 17. See Lin, supra note 2 (noting that in-vehicle ads could be “helpful video clips or images 

that educate [drivers] about products and solutions [they] truly might be interested in”). 

 18. See Greenough, supra note 4 (estimating that of the roughly 220 million connected 

vehicles that are expected to be on the road by 2020, consumers will activate Internet-connected 

technology services in just 88 million). 

 19. Stephanie A. Kuhlmann, Do Not Track Me Online: The Logistical Struggles over the 

Right “To Be Let Alone” Online, 22 DEPAUL J. ART, TECH. & INTELL. PROP. L. 229, 235-36 (2011). 
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Google or Facebook, that user will almost certainly see advertisements 

on the page, pushing that very same product for which she had just 

shopped.20 This is the result of “cookies.”21 Cookies allow companies to 

gather personal information including, but not limited to, names, 

addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses, as well as a person’s 

interests, which can be gathered from their browsing tendencies, 

products viewed and bought, and social media posts and actions.22 Once 

collected, this data may be used by that company, or possibly sold to 

other companies or third parties called “data brokers,” who collect, store, 

and sell consumer information.23 The breadth of data collected and 

stored by these companies, collected only from Internet activity, is so 

immense that even social security numbers can be obtained, without the 

consumer ever having any idea.24 The profile that is created on anyone 

who uses the Internet, which can be accessed by so many companies, is 

already tremendous.25 Adding more data such as geographic data, 

driving patterns, oft-visited locations, music, and radio preferences to 

that profile will allow vendors to be even more specific and accurate in 

their targeting of consumers.26 There is also the distinct possibility that 

with the power of this extremely expansive data, vendors will feel 

confident enough to pay developers to have consumers routed past their 

store whenever the route is comparable to other available routes,  

 

                                                           

 20. See, e.g., Craig Timberg, Brokers Use ‘Billions’ of Data Points to Profile Americans, 

WASH. POST (May 27, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/brokers-use-

billions-of-data-points-to-profile-americans/2014/05/27/b4207b96-e5b2-11e3-a86b-362fd5443d19 

_story.html. 

 21. Kuhlmann, supra note 19, at 235. Cookies are small files automatically sent by web 

servers to your computer when you visit a website. Cookies, NETLINGO, http://www.netlingo.com/ 

word/cookies.php (last visited Nov. 15, 2017). They are stored as text files on a computer’s hard 

drive, and can be accessed by web servers when websites are revisited. Id.  

 22. See Eugene E. Hutchinson, Note, Keeping Your Personal Information Personal: Trouble 

for the Modern Consumer, 43 HOFSTRA L. REV. 1151, 1153-54 (2015). 

 23. Id. at 1155. 

 24. Joel Stein, Data Mining: How Companies Now Know Everything About You, TIME (Mar. 

10, 2011), http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2058205,00.html. A reporter from 

Time gave his name and e-mail address to the CEO of a data broker, who was able to recite his 

Social Security number less than three hours later. Id. From other websites, the reporter was able to 

find what his online profile believed to be his age, interests, level of education, income, location, 

and marital status. Id. 

 25. See id. (examining the sheer depth and accuracy of information gathered and stored by 

numerous websites). 

 26. See Kang & Fletcher, supra note 3. Consumer advocate Jeffrey Chester believes that the 

focus of modern day advertising is to get “hyper-local data to target consumers on a much more 

invasive level.” Id. 
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creating the scenario discussed at the beginning of this Note27 and by 

other concerned advocates.28 

Part II of this Note introduces and provides background about the 

various technologies emerging within the automobile industry, focusing 

specifically on those that are connected vehicle technologies.29 It also 

examines electronic data collection on a macro level, focusing on rights 

to privacy and current consumer protections.30 Part III delves into the 

legal issue that arises out of the intersection between technologies 

emerging in the auto industry, data collection, and targeted advertising in 

the connected vehicle arena.31 Finally, Part IV introduces a novel 

solution to this issue, which is aimed at protecting the privacy rights of 

consumers, allowing for total control over data collected from them, and 

for advertisements delivered to them in their vehicles.32 The alternatives 

proposed in Part IV also aim to ensure that this technology, which can 

and should be extremely useful in creating a safer, faster, and more 

convenient traveling experience, does not get abused by vendors and 

become a nuisance that is unwanted by the average consumer.33 

II. DATA DRIVE: EMERGING AUTOMOBILE TECHNOLOGIES AND DATA 

COLLECTION IN A CONNECTED WORLD 

As technology continues to advance in the modern age, vehicles are 

becoming smarter and more sophisticated machines, capable of 

interacting with each other and with the Internet.34 At the same time, the 

ability for companies to track consumer behavior on the Internet has 

become extremely prevalent and led to the companies using and sharing 

this information to build extensive profiles on those consumers.35 The 

                                                           

 27. See supra note 2 and accompanying text. 

 28. Kang & Fletcher, supra note 3. Consumer advocate Jeffrey Chester envisions a day when 

Best Buy or McDonald’s advertisements will be “served up to drivers just when they are blocks 

from the nearest store,” and he wonders “[a]t what point does someone get a chance to make a 

decision not to be tracked where [she goes], and [doesn’t], where [she] bank[s] and buy[s] things.” 

Id. 

 29. See infra Part II. 

 30. See infra Part II. 

 31. See infra Part III. 

 32. See infra Part IV. 

 33. See infra Part IV. 

 34. See William J. Kohler & Alex Colbert-Taylor, Current Law and Potential Legal Issues 

Pertaining to Automated, Autonomous and Connected Vehicles, 31 SANTA CLARA HIGH TECH. L.J. 

99, 102-03 (2015) (explaining the automated and connected vehicle technologies emerging today). 

 35. Edith Ramirez, The Secret Eyes Watching You Shop, CNN, 

http://www.cnn.com/2014/05/30/opinion/ramirez-data-brokers-ftc (last updated May 30, 2014, 

10:35 AM) (“Data brokers scoop up the digital breadcrumbs we leave as we shop in stores and 
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rapid advancement of both these technologies puts them on a path 

toward inevitable interaction, where vendors will be able to track and 

target drivers in their connected vehicles.36 

A. Connected Vehicle Technology 

In order for vehicles to communicate, connect, and eventually 

become more automated, automakers have been studying and 

developing “connected vehicle solutions.”37 Connected vehicle solutions 

“use wireless technologies to communicate in real time from . . . [V2V] 

and from Vehicle-to-Infrastructure . . . and vice versa.”38 These V2V and 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (“V2I”) communications serve multiple 

purposes, but their main benefit is safety.39 In fact, the U.S. Department 

of Transportation has estimated that as many as eighty percent of 

accidents, not including those where the driver is impaired, could be 

prevented or mitigated by connected vehicle technologies.40 Both V2V 

and V2I communications deploy complex technologies in order to allow 

vehicles and their drivers to be better prepared and better protected while 

on the road.41 

In addition to these “Connected Vehicle Safety Systems,” there has 

also been tremendous growth in a set of applications designed to 

enhance vehicle efficiency.42 These technologies are called “Connected 

Vehicle Mobility Applications.”43 This set of technologies is much 

broader and more homogenous than connected vehicle safety 

technologies, but offers a number of potential uses and benefits beyond 

those provided by the former.44 The applications will generally use the 

                                                           

online, and apply ‘big data’ analytical tools to predict where we’re going, what we’ll buy, and what 

we’ll do—sometimes even before we know ourselves what we’ll buy next.”). 

 36. See Loren Hillberg, Why the Connected Car Will Surpass All Other IoT Initiatives  

(and Four Opportunities for Advertisers), ADAGE (Sept. 24, 2015), http://adage.com/article/ 

digitalnext/connected-car-dwarfs-iot-initiatives/300517. 

 37. See Kohler & Colbert-Taylor, supra note 34, at 103. 

 38. KPMG & CTR. FOR AUTOMATIVE RES., SELF-DRIVING CARS: THE NEXT  

REVOLUTION 12 (2012), https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2015/07/self-driving-cars-

next-revolution.pdf. 

 39. Kohler & Colbert-Taylor, supra note 34, at 108-09; see Glancy, supra  note 10, at 1626-

29 (describing V2V and V2I technologies as “connected vehicle safety systems,” which many hope 

will soon be requirements on new vehicles, with an aim at “enable[ing] future vehicles to share the 

road with greater safety and efficiency”). 

 40. KPMG & CTR. FOR AUTOMATIVE RES., supra note 38, at 12. 

 41. See Glancy, supra note 10, at 1627-35 (providing an in-depth, technical discussion of the 

development and purpose of these connected vehicle technologies). 

 42. Id. at 1621-22. 

 43. Id. at 1636. 

 44. Id. 
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Internet (in connected vehicles) or even cellular data (via connected 

smartphones) in order to transmit data to be used in monitoring vehicle 

status, providing navigation assistance, and for infotainment purposes.45 

It is these applications, which, as automobiles continue to become more 

connected and tech companies become more involved, will threaten the 

privacy of drivers’ data.46 

1.   Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications 

Automobiles equipped with V2V communication technology are 

already deployed on roads.47 The main purpose of V2V technology is 

crash avoidance.48 The technology works via communications between 

nearby vehicles, which are transmitted through a communications 

spectrum.49 An example of this technology at work might be a warning 

being provided to Driver A that a vehicle up ahead is braking, and 

therefore she should slow down, or that a vehicle hidden from the view 

of Driver A may be approaching, otherwise unexpectedly.50 Many 

automakers are moving towards installing these technologies in the 

automobile during production, but drivers of older cars can also have 

one of a few different types of aftermarket V2V devices installed in  

their vehicles.51 

In the late 1990s, the FCC allocated a portion of a wireless 

communications spectrum to the automobile industry, in order to allow 

for Dedicated Short Range Communications (“DSRC”) between 

                                                           

 45. Id. at 1628. 

 46. Id. at 1657-60. 

 47. Id. at 1628. 

 48. U.S. DEP’T OF TRANSP., VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE COMMUNICATION: SAFETY PILOT  

MODEL TECHNICAL FACT SHEET 1 (2012), http://www.safercar.gov/staticfiles/safercar/connected/ 

Technical_Fact_Sheet-Model_ Deployment. pdf. 

 49. Id. 

 50. Id. at 2. 

 51. NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ASS’N, U.S. DEP’T OF TRANSP., DOT HS 812 014, 

VEHICLE-TO-VEHICLE COMMUNICATIONS: READINESS OF V2V TECHNOLOGY FOR APPLICATION 29 

(2014). “OEM,” or “original equipment manufacturer” devices are those installed in the vehicle by 

the manufacturer during production. Id. These integrated systems connect to the vehicle’s data bus, 

and can use the precise data from within the car to create safety messages. Id. It can also potentially 

allow for the car to act in a crash scenario, perhaps by tightening seatbelts. Id. There are also three 

types of aftermarket devices: “VAD,” “ASD,” and “RSD.” Id. at 29-30. The “Vehicle Awareness 

Device” is the simplest design, and sends safety messages to other cars, but cannot provide any 

warnings to the driver of the vehicle it is installed in. Id. at 30. The “Aftermarket Safety Device” is 

similar to the VAD, but also has the ability to receive safety messages, and provide audio warnings 

to the driver. Id. Finally, the “Retrofit Safety Device” is the most complex aftermarket device. Id. It 

connects to the vehicle and receives information from the data bus, which allows for more 

sophisticated applications, and an experience similar to an OEM integrated system. Id. at 30-31. 
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vehicles.52 The FCC dedicated 75 MHz of the spectrum at 5.850-5.923 

GHz, to be used solely for these short range communications.53 In 2003, 

the FCC finalized the licensing of that spectrum, and created rules as to 

how it could be used, and by whom.54 DSRC technology utilizes radio 

waves to allow vehicles to interact with each other and with 

infrastructure though this spectrum.55 They are indeed confined to short 

distances, with a capacity to be sent and received only from within 100 

yards.56 The FCC and U.S. Department of Transportation envisioned a 

dedication of this new spectrum allocation to the development of 

advanced crash avoidance systems and other safety applications, and 

connected vehicle safety systems have accomplished just that.57 

Using omnidirectional radio signals, vehicles with V2V technology 

can communicate with, and “see,” nearby vehicles, with a 360 degree 

radius of coverage.58 This allows vehicles to rely on more than just their 

own sensors and provides the ability to determine the direction, speed, 

and operational status of surrounding vehicles—even if they are out of 

sight of the driver of that car.59 Thus, operators of vehicles with V2V 

technology may be provided with warnings to help them avoid a number 

of different “crash scenarios.”60 For example, this technology, if all 

involved cars are equipped with it, would allow drivers to avoid rear-end 

collisions, potential lane-change dangers, and blind intersection 

collisions.61 There are multiple safety applications that the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Association (“NHTSA”) felt could not be 

replicated by any other technology in existence at the time V2V was 

introduced, such as left-turn assistance (warning a driver not to make a 

left-turn across oncoming traffic when the approaching car is traveling 

                                                           

 52. Beyoud, supra note 7. 

 53. Glancy, supra note 10, at 1629. 

 54. Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Transp., FCC Licensing Decision Will Help Advance Safe 

Transportation (Dec. 17, 2003) (on file with the Hofstra Law Review). 

 55. KPMG & CTR. FOR AUTOMATIVE RES., supra note 38, at 12. 

 56. Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Transp., supra note 54. 

 57. Id.; see Glancy, supra note 10, at 1628-32. 

 58. NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ASS’N, supra note 51, at 25. 

 59. Id. 

 60. Id. at 26. 

 61. Id. at 26-28. More specifically, if a car is travelling behind another, and the front car 

begins to decelerate, the second car will receive a communication indicating that, and will warn the 

driver to brake as well. Id. at 28. This same sequence can apply with stopped vehicles in the path of 

a car, which cannot be seen by a driver because something obstructs her view. Id. It can also apply 

when a car is about to depart its lane and come into the lane of another car, or when a driver wants 

to change lanes to pass a slower moving vehicle, and cannot see that another car is approaching and 

will be in the car’s path. Id. Finally, it can apply when two cars are approaching the same 

intersection, but neither driver can see the other vehicle. Id. at 26-27. 
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too quickly, or about to blow through a stop sign or red light), 

intersection alerts (alerting a driver that it may not be safe to enter an 

intersection when there is a high likelihood of a collision), and 

emergency electronic brake light (warning a driver if another V2V 

enabled vehicle is decelerating rapidly up ahead, which might not be 

visible to the driver due to obstructions like trucks, rain, or fog).62 

Further, V2V systems are not subject to any limitations or constraints 

created by weather conditions, light, or even the cleanliness of the 

vehicle.63 Essentially, once enabled by most or all vehicles on the road, 

they will reduce accidents drastically, by warning drivers of any 

situation where a collision is likely to occur without some action taken 

by the driver to avoid it.64 

2.   Vehicle-to-Infrastructure and Vehicle-to-Everything 

V2I communications technology “involves the exchange of safety 

and operational data between vehicles and elements of the transportation 

infrastructure.”65 This technology allows cars, trucks, mass transit 

vehicles, and emergency vehicles to interact with various elements of 

traffic infrastructure, such as traffic lights, which will allow for greater 

notice of impending danger, and thus, fewer accidents.66 

Although V2I communications have a primary goal of preventing 

motor vehicle crashes, there is also an aim towards “enabling a wide 

range of mobility and environmental benefits.”67 The NHTSA has 

identified, studied, and evaluated many different types of “road side 

equipment” (“RSE”), which would be able to communicate with 

vehicles via DSRC signals.68 During their “Safety Pilot Model 

Deployment,” the NHTSA located the RSE around other infrastructure 

elements such as traffic lights and road signs, and used the RSE for 

applications related to signal phasing and timing, as well as approaching 

curves and curve speed warnings.69 Designed to complement V2V 

communications, V2I communications are meant to address a number of 

                                                           

 62. Id. at 25-28. Technologies available, before V2V was introduced, include vehicle-resident 

cameras and other sensors used to detect very nearby surroundings (for example, back-up assistance 

sensors). See id. at 26. 

 63. Id. 

 64. Id. 

 65. U.S. DEP’T OF TRANSP., VEHICLE-TO-INFRASTRUCTURE (V2I) PROGRAM 1 (2016), 

http://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/pdf/JPO-17-442-V2I-Program.pdf. 

 66. Id. 

 67. NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ASS’N, supra note 51, at 32. 

 68. Id. 

 69. Id. 
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crash scenarios that cannot be addressed by the former, including 

warnings of upcoming red lights and the potential for drivers to blow 

through them based on their distance from the intersection and vehicle 

speed; warnings to drivers that they are traveling at an excess speed 

when approaching a curve in the road; stop sign assistance (alerting 

drivers not to enter a stop-sign controlled intersection when it is unsafe 

to do so, or that they are traveling too fast and are in danger of speeding 

through the stop sign); alerts to drivers when they are nearing a reduced 

speed zone (like a work zone) to slow down, change lanes, or brake 

completely; weather information and alerts about approaching hazardous 

conditions; railroad crossing warnings; and oversize vehicle warnings, 

which would be delivered to trucks exceeding height or weight limits on 

a certain road, alerting them to take an alternate route.70 Further, the 

NHTSA included in its Safety Pilot Model Deployment some V2I 

communications that have the ability to interact with and alter the 

infrastructure itself.71 For example, traffic signals could be set to 

prioritize approaching emergency vehicles by illuminating a sign to 

warn drivers at an intersection that an emergency vehicle is approaching, 

or turn lights to red to avoid a collision with an approaching emergency 

vehicle.72 Once adoption of V2V and V2I technologies becomes more 

widespread, the goal of increased safety and reduced vehicle collisions 

will become more and more reachable.73 

In addition to the automobile-centric technological applications 

offered by V2V and V2I communications, there are “Vehicle-to-a” 

(“V2X”) communication applications.74 V2X is a catch-all, which 

encompasses all communications between vehicles and other vehicles, 

infrastructure, and other systems, such as mobile devices.75 Examples of 

this technology include the applications previously mentioned, but can 

also include vehicles interacting with their surroundings.76 One example 

of this type of interaction would be an alert when public parking is 

available near a connected car engaging in V2X communications.77 

                                                           

 70. Id. at 32-33. 

 71. Id. at 9. 

 72. Id. 

 73. See id. at 15 (summarizing the NHTSA’s belief that “the greatest gains in highway safety 

in coming years will result from broad-scale application of crash avoidance technologies”). 

 74. Glancy, supra note 10, at 1627. 

 75. Id.; see SIEMENS, VEHICLE-TO-X (V2X) COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (2015), 

https://www.mobility.siemens.com/mobility/global/SiteCollectionDocuments/en/roadsolutions/urba

n /trends/siemens-vehicle-to-x-communication-technology-infographic.pdf. 

 76. See SIEMENS, supra note 75 (providing examples of such interactions). 

 77. Id. 
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These types of systems could also be utilized by motorcyclists, 

bicyclists, pedestrians, and those using wheelchairs or other mobility 

devices, allowing their presence to be detected by vehicles utilizing 

communications technology.78 For example, numerous tech companies 

are developing smartphone applications, which will allow those who are 

not inside of an automobile to benefit from the increased protection 

provided by these technologies.79 One such example is an initiative 

started by Savari, a software company who has been sponsored by the 

U.S. Department of Transportation, which aims to make bicyclists and 

pedestrians “active participants in the V2X landscape, especially in 

Smart City scenarios.”80 Its system would connect pedestrians and 

bicyclists to vehicles and infrastructure, such as traffic lights, through an 

application on their smartphone.81 Using this connection, there would be 

warnings provided to drivers in vehicles approaching an intersection 

where a pedestrian, perhaps distracted, has entered the road in violation 

of a do-not-cross sign, or in an unmarked area.82 Further, using the 

“SmartCross” phone application, pedestrians will be able to 

communicate with traffic signals, allowing them to request a walking 

phase, receive a notification when it is safe to cross, and make certain 

that the walking phase stays in effect until they have made it all the way 

across the street.83 Beyond expanded safety applications, V2X 

communications will also offer drivers mobility applications, such as 

city information, which will provide drivers with information about their 

physical surroundings.84 

3.   Connected Vehicle Mobility Applications 

In contrast with the numerous safety applications discussed above, 

Connected Vehicle Mobility Applications aim to increase convenience, 

information, and entertainment, by providing an “interconnected, data-

rich travel environment.”85 These types of programs are available today, 
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predominantly through the use of smartphones that can connect to a 

vehicle’s infotainment system.86 Some examples are Apple’s CarPlay 

and Google’s Android Auto.87 Though these two applications have their 

slight differences, their main purposes are the same: allowing the vehicle 

to connect to the Internet via the driver’s smartphone connectivity, and 

providing the ability for the driver to interact with the many applications 

available on her phone, right through her car’s dashboard.88 Through this 

interface, drivers can access a wide variety of infotainment including 

navigation and mapping (with traffic reports), streaming audio services, 

and text messaging capacity.89 Even more impressive is the ability for 

these programs to provide “suggestions” to the driver based upon her 

prior phone use, or driving habits.90 An illustration of this is Android 

Auto’s “Google Now” screen, which is a contextually-aware, constantly 

updating stream of information about the weather, traffic and navigation 

data, notifications, and “shortcuts” to likely destinations that the system 

has created based on a driver’s consistent searches and driving habits 

(for example, frequented locations).91  

In addition to these “tethered” connections, which occur when a 

driver “plugs-in” her connected mobility device, many automakers have 

begun to develop “embedded” connections.92 These connections use 

hardware installed in the vehicle to provide the driver with connectivity 

to the Internet via built-in Wi-Fi,93 or even 4G—and soon to be 5G—

modems.94 Further, these systems will not only allow drivers to benefit 

from enhanced infotainment, creating a more convenient and efficient 

driving experience, but will also enable them to keep tabs on the status  
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and performance of their vehicle via embedded equipment that can 

communicate these details to the vehicle’s manufacturer.95 

Despite all of these exciting benefits, there remains a fear, which is 

discussed further in Part III of this Note, that the ability for the delivery 

of this enhanced safety and infotainment will be accompanied by 

advertisements targeted at the driver and passengers “based on the type 

of vehicle and its location, previous content, and occupants.”96 

B. Autonomous Vehicles 

In addition to connected vehicle technologies, which allow vehicles 

to speak to each other and infrastructure surrounding them,97 there is 

also technology being developed and slowly tested on roads around the 

world that will allow cars to drive autonomously—with little to no 

human interaction.98 This technology ranges from “selfcontained” 

autonomous vehicles to “interconnected” autonomous vehicles.99 These 

interconnected autonomous vehicles are the ones that will interact with 

other vehicles and infrastructure, using the communications technologies 

discussed above.100 These vehicles with autonomous or self-driving 

technology capabilities are beginning to be deployed, and deals  

have been struck between automakers, technology giants, and  

other companies in hopes of getting a head start on this rapidly  

advancing business.101 

Although autonomous vehicles will likely be able to operate under 

a number of different types of designs and systems, they will all likely 

achieve the same result: replacing human drivers with artificial 

intelligence.102 These self-driving automobiles are shaping up to take 

over the roads of America, with a potential fleet of trucks, buses, taxis, 

emergency vehicles, and most obviously, personal vehicles.103 In order 

to safely and effectively travel and navigate, autonomous vehicles will 
                                                           

 95. Glancy, supra note 10, at 1636-37. 

 96. Id. at 1639. 

 97. See supra Part II.A. 
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rely on and utilize a great deal of information from numerous data 

sources.104 While all autonomous vehicles will be heavily data-

dependent, it is how and from where that data is collected that 

differentiates the different types of autonomous vehicles.105 One type of 

system will almost solely utilize data received from systems onboard the 

vehicle, and utilize downloaded maps from within the vehicle’s 

intelligence system to navigate and travel.106 These selfcontained 

autonomous vehicles would not need to communicate with any external 

data-points in order to carry out safe travels and thus would not send or 

transmit any of the data it has recoded about the status of the vehicle or 

its user.107 This type of self-dependent autonomous vehicle has already 

been created and tested by a leader in the study of self-driving cars—

Google.108 The other type of autonomous vehicle system that is 

emerging places a much heavier reliance upon external sources of data 

and wireless communications networks.109 These interconnected 

autonomous vehicles communicate with other vehicles and 

infrastructure, like vehicles with connected vehicle technologies 

discussed above, in order to receive situational information about the 

roadway, environment, and actions of nearby vehicles.110 Using this and 

the other V2V, V2I, and V2X technologies discussed earlier, the vehicle 

will be able to locate and navigate itself, and be able to “speak” to 

surrounding vehicles and infrastructure in order to ensure the prevention 

of both collisions and violations of traffic laws.111 Because of its reliance 

upon the sending and receiving of data over communications networks, 

it is possible that interconnected vehicles could be controlled and 
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operated by an outside source.112 Although the issue of potential hacking 

and external control of driving is limited mainly to interconnected 

autonomous vehicles,113 both of these types of systems have given rise to 

many concerns about the collection and privacy of personal information 

of the user(s) of the vehicles.114 It is these personal information concerns 

that will be addressed in Part III of this Note.115 

C. Data Collection via the Internet 

Any consumer who has signed up for and posted on Twitter or 

Facebook, downloaded an application on a smartphone or tablet, entered 

a sweepstakes, subscribed to a newsletter, browsed or shopped for a 

product online, or even received a coupon or discount code from a store 

that she likes, has had pieces of information taken from her.116 Each of 

these bits of information is collected, analyzed, and used to create an 

extensive profile, which can be utilized by companies to target 

consumers, or be sold or transferred to other companies for a fee.117 

Perhaps even more alarmingly, most consumers do not even know that 

their information is being collected, and if they do, they often do not 

know if, or how, they can prevent that data collection.118 

1.   A History and Explanation of Internet Data Collection  

and Dissemination 

As mentioned earlier, cookies allow websites and companies to 

collect bits and pieces of information about consumers when they visit 

their sites.119 Once collected, that information can be used for a variety 

of purposes, including building a profile on individuals—containing 

their social status, age, income, race, political affiliations, religion, 

Social Security numbers, gun-ownership records, preference in 

movie/music genre, and interest in health issues—and subsequently 
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predicting interests and future actions.120 Companies can even create 

segments or categories of individuals based on their information: 

With potentially thousands of fields, data brokers segment consumers 

into dozens of categories such as “Bible Lifestyle,” “Affluent Baby 

Boomer” or “Biker/Hell’s Angels,” [an FCC] report said. One 

category, called “Rural Everlasting,” describes older people with “low 

educational attainment and low net worths.” Another, “Urban 

Scramble,” includes concentrations of Latinos and African Americans  

with low incomes. One company had a field to track buyers of 

“Novelty Elvis” items.121 

The companies that are most prevalently involved in the collection 

of personal information online are companies called data brokers.122 

These are companies that “gather, analyze, store, and sell personal 

online information—which has, in turn, given rise to the data market.”123 

Although consumers will essentially never have direct contact with data 

brokers, they are still seriously affected by the collection, manipulation, 

and dissemination of their data by these companies.124 Data brokers can 

collect their massive database of information from numerous sources, 

including the government, publicly available sources of information 

such as social media pages, blog pages, and the rest of the Internet, and 

from “commercial” sources such as approved retail companies.125 

Though collection from the Internet is generally the easiest for data 

brokers, at this time a majority of their collected information is from 

these “commercial” data sources and companies.126 Further, data brokers 

can obtain information regarding a person’s Internet activity, such as her 
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IP address, which Internet browser she prefers, and her browsing habits 

on specific websites and the web in general.127 One last chilling aspect of 

the profiles that are built on individuals is the fact that many contain 

their health records, which most consumers consider to be highly 

personal and confidential.128 

2.   Examination of Consumer Privacy Rights in America versus 

the European Union 

While America has no enumerated right to consumer privacy,129 

other places, such as the European Union (“EU”), follow a much 

different path with regard to these rights.130 The increased importance 

placed on individuals’ privacy rights in the EU has led to greater 

protections and clearer policies in regard to consumer information 

collected online.131 

In May 2016, lawmakers in the EU adopted agreements that 

drastically altered the landscape of the data collection industry.132 The 

General Data Protection Regulation (“the Regulation”) was created to 

“ensure[] that personal data can only be gathered under strict conditions 

and for legitimate purposes.”133 The Regulation is accompanied by a 

new individual privacy Directive, which is not immediately binding, but 
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must be transcribed into the laws of member countries within two years 

of its passing.134 Under the Regulation, all companies need to obtain 

affirmative informed consent from their customers prior to collecting 

and processing any of their personal data.135 Failure to comply with this 

requirement would result in that offending company being fined up to 

four percent of its annual revenue for the current year.136 A penalty of 

that type would prove to be incredibly substantial to Internet mainstays 

with massive revenue streams, such as Google, Amazon, and 

Facebook.137 In addition to the requirement of affirmative customer 

consent prior to data collection, the Regulation also makes data 

controllers (data collecting companies such as retail stores) and data 

processors (similar to data brokers) jointly liable in cases of data misuse 

or abuse.138 This means that consumers would have a right of action 

against both the company that collected their data (even after giving 

them consent to do so) and the data processing company who utilizes 

that information.139 The indirect effect of this, lawmakers hope, is that 

companies who intend to collect data will select the data processing 

company with which they will work, with much greater care and 

scrutiny.140 One final aspect of the Regulation was the addition of new 

rules designed to make certain that any personal data breaches are 

reported in a quick and consistent way across the EU.141 

A major reason for these stringent protections in the EU is the fact 

that Europeans have long considered privacy of personal information to 

be a fundamental right.142 In fact, every European has a codified “right 

to respect for [] private and family life” provided by Article 8 of the 
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European Convention on Human Rights.143 Consequently, the 

fundamental right to privacy has been drafted into the laws of many EU 

member states and is recognized in the constitutions of several European 

nations.144 Much of this respect for privacy derives from another key 

value in Europe—dignity145: 

Dignity is thus the theoretical basis for privacy protection in Europe. 

As a result, European laws are very protective of personal privacy in 

many areas, from consumer rights, as exemplified by the EU Directive  

that establishes data protection for Europeans in all their commercial 

transactions worldwide, to discovery in civil litigation.146 

In this regard, European law differs substantially, at least at this 

time, from American law.147 Realms of life such as credit reporting, 

dignity of criminal offenders, and most poignantly, data protection, are 

all areas where European law has “forcefully extended privacy 

protections to noncelebrities and nonroyals,” while American law  

has not.148 

III. TROUBLE AROUND THE BEND? THE INEVITABLE COLLISION 

BETWEEN INTERNET-CONNECTED VEHICLES AND  

TARGETED ADVERTISING 

As personal and commercial vehicles become more technologically 

advanced, an entire world of possibilities, both awe-inspiring and 

disturbing, will open up for businesses and marketers.149 Similar to the 

invention of the personal computer and the smartphone, connected 

vehicles will serve as a new beacon of consumer tracking and 

targeting.150 The aforementioned devices have allowed companies and 
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data brokers to build incredibly expansive profiles on all who surf the 

Internet.151 Now, with the introduction of additional, previously 

inaccessible data points from vehicles, those profiles will become even 

larger and more complete.152 With this additional data, it will become 

possible to direct advertisements at individuals in their cars or allow 

third parties—likely to be business entities—to control some of the 

actions of a vehicle.153 Without some legal control over these practices, 

consumers and drivers in America will be faced with a huge problem; 

one that could potentially derail what is meant to be, and should be, a 

life-changing technology.154 

A. The Profile that Data Brokers Have Already Built on Individual 

Consumers Is Expansive and Will Only Grow Stronger with the 

Information that Will Be Provided by Connected Vehicles 

Earlier in this Note, an extensive discussion of data collection via 

the Internet and Internet-connected devices revealed just how common 

this behavior is, and just how much information has been collected, 

analyzed, and utilized in aiming specific advertisements and messages at 

individuals.155 The Internet boom and subsequent smartphone craze 

advanced so rapidly that consumers were essentially pushed to either 

adapt to these new technologies or fall behind, while many still did not 

comprehend them.156 In addition to the information voluntarily given by 

consumers—such as anything requested when signing up for an account 

on a website or for a newsletter—there is also data collected via 

cookies.157 When an advertising content provider plants these cookies on 

a webpage, it can see any and all activity that one engages in on that site 

including what she reads, clicks on, and purchases.158 The provider can 

then assemble this information, and as a result, many if not most 

consumers have had extensive, overarching profiles built based upon 
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their every move on the web.159 Further exacerbating this issue is the 

emergence of social networks.160 On these social networking websites, 

individuals are encouraged to share highly personal data, under the 

façade that it is protected under privacy policies.161 However, the reality 

of these privacy policies is that they offer no true legal protection at 

all.162 Finally, “cloud” services, which allow users to upload and store 

photos, documents, and more, often result in the collection of data as 

well, as many have disclaimers in their terms of service which reduce 

the privacy of those uploaded documents.163 All of this data, aggregated 

from the numerous sources discussed above, make it a certainty that 

almost any web-connected individual has an extensive profile built on 

her, which is used to predict her next move, and to advertise directly to 

her on her web-enabled devices.164 

Although all of this data provides marketers with a very full picture 

of individuals and their interests, there are a few important data  

points and sources that have been missing, most notably geographic-

based data.165 This geographic data would include driving habits and 

frequently visited locations—not only specific pinpoint locations, but 

also classes of establishments such as coffee shops or fast food 

restaurants.166 This missing data is exactly the kind of information that 

may now become readily available with the introduction and growth of 

web-connected and self-driving vehicles.167 In addition to geographic 

data points, marketers would now be able to collect information about 

the types of things a person listens to in her car, including types of 

music, podcasts, radio stations, news, and sports (specific leagues or 

teams).168 While some of this data might have already been available for 
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those who use music streaming services like Apple Music or Spotify, 

similar information would now be available for those who strictly use 

the radio as their in-car audio entertainment.169 If, or when, autonomous 

cars take over the roads, even more data will be able to be collected via 

their capabilities.170 The “drivers” of these self-driving cars will likely be 

able to use the infotainment system in the vehicle to browse the web, 

view content, shop, and do essentially anything else that they would be 

able to do on any of the web-connected devices we know of today.171 

This means that there will be yet another device from which data can be 

extracted; and based strictly upon the sheer volume of time that 

consumers would spend in their cars, without the burden of having to 

drive, it is surely plausible that much more time would be spent 

browsing the Internet, interacting with surroundings, and creating 

additional data to be consumed by marketers.172 

With the growth of connected, and eventually autonomous, 

vehicles, marketers will be receiving more insight as to “real-world 

consumer behavior,” giving them a glimpse into how the consumer 

spends her time, where she shops, what she eats, and to what 

destinations she travels.173 This information is something that has long 

been craved by businesses and marketers.174 Again, when combined with 

the extensive profiles that have already been built, it is essentially 

inevitable that connected-vehicle created data will lead to a complete 

destruction of consumers’ basic privacy, if regulatory action is  

not taken.175 

B. Targeted Advertising in Connected Vehicles Will Likely Lead to an 

Invasion of Consumers’ Privacy Rights, Alter Daily Life, and Possibly 

Lead to the Demise of a Productive Technology 

While increased data collection is a major problem, it is not the 

most pressing concern that would arise as connected vehicles continue to 

progress.176 Indeed, the more frightening scenario is the inevitable 

invasion into those vehicles, and the numerous ways that third parties 
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will be able to influence, and even control, the vehicle and its user.177 

The ways that marketers and businesses will be able to reach and 

influence drivers are far-reaching, with possibilities ranging from pop-up 

advertisements on the dashboard or windshield,178 to potentially 

determining routes taken by the vehicle.179 

In this hyperactive age of advertising, marketers will make certain 

that they take advantage of any opportunity to reach consumers, and will 

utilize any medium available to them to do so.180 Therein lies the first 

potential issue with connected vehicle technology: in-car delivery of 

advertisements.181 As discussed in the futuristic scenario advanced in 

Part I,182 marketers will be able to utilize their full array of collected 

consumer information to target drivers with advertisements that are 

calculated towards attracting their attention and drawing their 

business.183 These advertisements will be able to be delivered based 

upon where a car is traveling at any given time, thus allowing the vehicle 

to ask its driver whether she would like to stop in for a latte as she 

approaches a Starbucks location.184 While these not-so-subtle nudges to 

drivers—reminding or urging them to take a detour and make a pit stop 

to purchase something of interest to them—might seem like a great 

convenience to some, it would most certainly be viewed as a nuisance or 

unnecessary intrusion by many.185 Statistics regarding online advertising 

suggest that pop-ups, banners, and other types of simple online 

advertisements annoy an enormous number of consumers and Internet 
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users.186 As of July 2016, there were approximately 198 million active 

users of “adblock” software, a number that has surely grown since that 

time, and continues to grow today.187 It would be perfectly logical to 

come to the conclusion that, if over 200 million consumers are 

displeased with advertisements showing up while they browse the 

Internet, a significant portion of drivers would find advertisements 

delivered to them in their connected vehicle to be just as much of an 

undesirable nuisance.188 Beyond simply being an inconvenience, 

targeted advertising delivered in-car could pose an ethical issue.189 

Primarily, if these advertisements are delivered to cars that are not self-

driving, the already prevalent danger of distracted driving could be made 

even worse.190 With more content being delivered to dashboards, there 

will be even greater motivation for drivers to take their eyes off of the 

road, potentially causing a significant increase in accidents, injuries, and 

death, which again, would be the antithesis of the true purpose of 

connected vehicle technology.191 

More troublesome than simply delivering advertisements, which 

could annoy or distract drivers, is the very realistic possibility that 

marketers and other third parties will be able to control the routes that 

connected cars drive when their user inputs a destination.192 This 

possibility is not the least bit far-fetched—in fact, taxi drivers and hotel 

concierges have been known to accept payments from various 

businesses in exchange for steering business their way, or driving past 

their establishments.193 This practice, as of now, seems to be lawful.194 It 

would occur where there is no route to a user’s desired destination that is 

clearly the “right” one, such as where multiple routes are similar in 
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terms of distance or travel time, or both.195 In this scenario, the route 

planning could ostensibly be left to private commercial entities—those 

entities would pay to have the selected route be one that just so happens 

to take the vehicle past their establishment.196 The fact that this would 

occur without the driver’s knowledge would again raise ethical 

questions.197 For example, there could be a situation where a person is 

attempting to diet, and is repeatedly routed past fast food restaurants 

because of her prior actions.198 Ditto, a recovering alcoholic who is 

routinely routed past bars.199 What if a driver has a restraining order 

against him, but his car is routed into an area he is legally forbidden 

from entering?200 The lack of any user control in this situation is 

extremely troublesome—one scholar even went so far as to liken third-

party control of the vehicle and its routes to a “mini-carjacking.”201 It is 

each of the aforementioned issues, dangers, and unanswered questions 

that create the drastic need for regulations regarding connected  

vehicle data collection, in-car advertising, and third-party control of  

those vehicles.202 

IV. SOLVING THE RIDDLE: PROTECTING CONSUMERS AND A VITAL 

BUDDING TECHNOLOGY WITH SIMPLICITY, TRANSPARENCY, AND 

COMPLETE CONSUMER CONTROL 

Connected and autonomous vehicle technologies were developed 

with very specific purposes in mind: safety and efficiency.203 These 

technologies, at their core, are designed to serve the main purpose of 
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preventing human error, and thereby accidents, and reducing traffic in 

order to create a more efficient commuter system.204 In order to fully 

utilize these technologies and realize their core purposes, which truly 

would revolutionize the roads, regulation must be enacted to make 

certain that other, unintended uses of the technology do not cause its 

downfall.205 The issues discussed above—such as using these vehicles to 

collect data from drivers in order to combine that information with their 

“online profile” and target them with advertisements—have the power 

and potential to turn consumers off to connected vehicle technology, and 

destroy a very realistic hope for safer, improved roadways.206 

In order to accomplish this, there are a number of steps that should 

be taken. First, the collection of personal information, and subsequent 

use of that information to target consumers with advertisements and 

offers tailored specifically for them, must be situated as an opt-in, rather 

than opt-out, service.207 In addition to taking this step, the government 

must take initiative to ensure that, for those who do decide to opt-in to 

in-vehicle data collection and targeted advertising, there is complete 

transparency and safeguards to prevent abuse of consumer tracking.208 

This could be accomplished by promulgating specific guidelines to be 

followed by automakers and data brokers, similar to those that have been 

called for by numerous government agencies in regard to data collection 

over the Internet.209 

A. Connected Vehicle Information Collection and Targeted Advertising 

Within the Vehicle Should Be an Opt-In, Rather Than Opt-Out, System 

Current law, as it relates to data collection and processing over the 

Internet (via websites, social media, etcetera), provides very little 

protection for consumers.210 As discussed earlier, a startling majority of 

consumers do not realize just how much information is being collected 

from them, nor how personal that data truly is.211 While there is no 

statutory right for consumers to be able to opt-out of data collection, 

there are many services that provide them the ability to do so.212 In 
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addition, many companies have privacy policies on their websites, which 

consumers wrongly believe provide them with security for their 

information,213 and also allow consumers to opt-out from data collection 

on their site.214 The issue, however, is that a large number of Americans 

are unaware of this ability.215 Even if they do know about it, opt-out 

procedures are often cumbersome, time consuming, and inconvenient.216 

Therein lie the major issues with opt-out systems.217 While they may 

seem to provide sufficient protection and choice for consumers, they are 

often merely a facade.218 With an entire new system, source, and method 

of data collection cruising over the horizon, it is imperative to correct the 

flaws of simple online consumer protections and adopt an opt-in system 

for connected vehicle data collection.219 As mentioned earlier, opt-in 

systems have already been put into place in regions with increased 

interest in protecting privacy rights of consumers, such as the EU.220 If 

this step is taken, it would allow for a “best of both worlds” scenario, 

where those who are tech-entrenched and ultra-connected will be able to 

benefit from all of the perks and positives of targeted advertising, but 

those who would find it to be a nuisance or those who are very sensitive 

about protecting their data and maintaining a sense of privacy will  

easily be able to prevent themselves from being subject to these  

new services.221 

If adopted, an opt-in system could take any one of a few different 

forms.222 It might arise as an “all-or-nothing” situation, where consumers 

would decide to opt-in, or not, to data collection and targeted advertising 

in toto—that is, they would be allowing any company or any business 
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that utilizes the technology to track them.223 The other scenario would be 

more complex, but likely be of greater interest and acceptance to 

consumers—there, they would be able to select specific businesses, 

perhaps from a list of all approved companies who utilize connected 

vehicle technologies, from which they are comfortable and willing to 

have their data collected and used to target them with advertisements.224 

In effect, this would be similar to subscribing to something on the 

Internet today.225 In either case, consumers would reap the benefits of far 

greater protection.226 Requiring a consumer’s affirmative consent before 

collecting any information from her via her connected vehicle will 

ensure that her rights to privacy are not unknowingly infringed upon any 

more than they already have been.227 Consumers will be provided with 

the option of “selection” as to how they desire to interact with and utilize 

this technology228—an opportunity to make a decision when presented 

with clear information about what data will be collected, how it will be 

used, and with whom it will be shared.229 In addition to greater 

protections of privacy rights and an increased opportunity for consumer 

choice, an opt-in system would also provide for a more level playing 

field between consumers and businesses.230 The current landscape of 

consumer tracking on the Internet has placed businesses in a position of 

extreme power.231 Implementing an opt-in system would level that 

relationship a great deal, because it would allow for consumers to know 

exactly what information is being collected from their vehicle, and how 

that data would be used.232 Finally, an opt-in approach would not only 

prove to be beneficial for consumers, but also for businesses.233 If the 

latter of the two possible opt-in systems were implemented—where 

consumers would be able to opt-in on a company-by-company basis—

businesses would reap the benefit of getting affirmative information 
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about which specific consumers are interested in their products or 

services.234 This would allow for more efficient advertising and a 

decrease in wasted marketing expenses.235 All told, implementing a 

successful opt-in program for connected vehicle data collection, 

dissemination, and use in targeted advertising, would create a safe and 

smart environment for this emerging, futuristic technology, and one that 

provides mutual benefits to all parties involved.236 

B. The FCC Must Promulgate Guidelines to Ensure that Vendors 

Utilizing Tracking Technology Do Not Abuse It, and Inform Consumers 

of the Information Being Collected from Them 

In order to properly safeguard consumers in connected vehicles, 

even with the adoption of an opt-in system, responsible agencies must 

promulgate strict guidelines for data-collecting companies, data brokers, 

and automakers to follow.237 These guidelines should include rules and 

regulations regarding companies’ duty to be transparent with consumers 

about what information they will collect, how it will be used, whether it 

will be shared, and with whom it will be shared.238 Further, there must 

be a convenient, user-friendly method, for those who do opt-in to this 

technology, to be able to see what information is being collected from 

them, and to opt-out of these services via a simple action (whether they 

do so in toto or on a company-by-company basis).239 Ideally, a 

centralized location or website where all of this could be accomplished 

would be created.240 Finally, there should be a mandate for automakers 

to include the ability to view this information, and even to opt-out, from 

the infotainment systems they install in their vehicles.241 

The idea of providing greater protections for consumers in the field 

of data collection is not foreign in America.242 In fact, the U.S. 
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government and certain legislative agencies have made proposals to 

adopt rules, similar to those being proposed in this Note, to be enacted in 

order to protect individuals using the web and being “tracked” by 

cookies.243 While there has not been much progress made on setting 

these recommendations into motion for online use,244 it would be foolish 

to allow an entirely new realm of technology to come into existence 

without promulgating some regulations to control it, so as to avoid the 

massive issues that have arisen with simple Internet data collection.245 In 

a report issued a few years ago, former President Barack Obama and  

the White House set forth a “Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights”— 

a set of proposed initiatives based upon providing and preserving  

consumers’ rights, with regard to data collection, to “individual control, 

transparency, respect for context, security, access and accuracy, focused 

collection, and accountability.”246 There is a call to enable consumers to 

exercise complete control over what personal data is collected from 

them, and how it is used; to be provided with easily digestible and 

accessible information about their data; to have their data used only in 

the context for which it was provided; and to be given the ability to 

access, assess, and even correct that data which has been collected from 

them.247 Finally, the report calls on the Federal Trade Commission 

(“FTC”) to enforce these initiatives248 and for Congress to codify 

them.249 The United States Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) 

has also issued a report on data collection.250 In its report, specific 

attention is paid to information resellers, such as the data brokers 

discussed earlier.251 In addition to an extensive discussion of its own 

findings, most of which align with the alarming privacy issues discussed 

above,252 the GAO recommended that Congress “consider strengthening 

the current consumer privacy framework to reflect the effects of changes 
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in technology and the marketplace—particularly in relation to consumer 

data used for marketing purposes.”253 Further, the report specifically 

mentions the possibility of making necessary changes in the permitted 

sources and methods of data collection and development of “privacy 

controls related to new technologies.”254 The FTC has also published a 

report regarding the issues arising from personal data collection and 

sharing, and has recommended taking steps very similar to those 

advanced by the White House and GAO.255 

It is clear that in the years since these reports were issued, there has 

been essentially no progress made on enacting legislation to provide a 

general right of privacy to consumers in America.256 With each passing 

year, creating overarching laws becomes more and more difficult, 

however, it is imperative that new technologies that are forthcoming, 

specifically connected vehicles, are outfitted with the proper 

legislation.257 For that reason, Congress must work hand in hand with the 

FTC and other relevant agencies, to take the suggestions advanced in the 

reports discussed above, tailor them specifically to connected vehicles, 

and set them into action by enacting legislation to enforce them.258  

First, all companies who wish to engage in collecting data from 

vehicles and/or using connected vehicles as a conduit for the delivery of 

advertisements should be required to register with a centralized agency 

or organization.259 When they register, each company should clearly and 

simply state its policies, procedures, and intended actions with respect to 

the technology.260 This registration process will serve multiple purposes: 

ensuring that there is more control over who can access connected 

vehicle data, ensuring compliance with the guidelines that will be 

enacted, forcing companies to create policy statements that are easy to 

understand for consumers, and gathering all companies who are 

participating in the technology in one central registry.261  
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Next, the list of companies and their intended uses of connected 

vehicle data should be curated into a single, easily navigable list, located 

on one platform.262 This would be best suited for a single website.263 

Further, on that centralized website, consumers should be able to log in 

to an account they create, where they would be able to view a list of the 

companies that they have opted into, see what information has been 

collected about them, and easily be able to opt-out from any one, or all, 

of those companies’ targeted advertising services.264 Finally, automakers 

should be required, when programming the infotainment systems to be 

placed in their connected vehicles, to provide an easy way for drivers to 

access the database described above, and to utilize it the same way they 

would on the web.265 

V. CONCLUSION 

Connected and autonomous vehicles are approaching reality at an 

incredible pace, and it will not be long before these futuristic machines 

become commonplace on the roads of America.266 This incredible leap 

in technological capabilities should provide invaluable increases in 

safety and efficiency on the road, and a sharp decrease in vehicle 

accidents and deaths that occur because of human error.267 However, 

there is a threat to the advancement and persistence of this technology.268 

The invasion of consumer privacy, collection and distribution of 

personal information, and persistent targeted advertising that annoys and 

concerns hundreds of millions of people could soon be taken to an 

entirely new level in connected vehicles.269 The constant stream of data 

flowing into and out of connected vehicles, along with the newly 

available, highly sought after geographic data points, would allow 

marketers and data brokers to obtain unprecedented access into 

consumers’ every move.270 
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In order to prevent connected vehicle technology from becoming 

yet another unwanted technology, and to ensure that it is able to help 

create safer, smarter, and more efficient roadways, Congress must pass 

necessary legislation.271 Making data collection and targeted advertising 

in connected vehicles an opt-in service, rather than opt-out, will allow all 

users of connected vehicles to easily make a choice regarding the pros 

and cons of those services.272 Those who want advertisements and offers 

from certain companies will be able to receive them, but those who do 

not will easily be able to avoid them while still enjoying the safety and 

efficiency for which these systems are designed.273 Further, rules and 

regulations must be enacted in order to properly utilize the opt-in 

system.274 These rules should require registration of companies, along 

with clear and concise statements of intended use, which can be placed 

onto a centralized portal.275 From that portal, drivers should be able to 

read companies’ statements, see what data has been collected from them, 

and most importantly, opt-in and -out.276 Finally, automakers should be 

forced to install the ability to interact with this portal from infotainment 

systems in connected vehicles.277 If each of these steps is taken, it will 

ensure that consumers are given the most fair and convenient way to 

utilize this incredible technology, and allow for every user to enjoy her 

own ideal service.278 

Brandon Amon* 
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